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Illumination Systems is fully operational and ready to help you keep your projects moving forward.  Please
let us know how we can help.  We will be reaching out to set up virtual presentations to keep you as up to
date as possible.  If there are any specific products or manufacturers you would like more information on,
please contact your Illumination Systems rep and we will be happy to set that up for you.  Well wishes to

you and yours from all of us at ISI. 

 

Upcoming CEU's - Join us next week!
Need CEU credits? We’ve got you covered!  Please join Illumination Systems on Thursday, April 2nd, and
Friday, April 3rd!
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New From Cooper Lighting!
Metalux InDepth Series

Create interesting ceiling topography using one single fixture series.  Available in 2x2, 2x4, and 1x4, the
InDepth series features 6 different lens options: 1” and 2” regressed cube; 2” recessed curve;  1” and 2”
dropped cube; 2” dropped curve.  Recessed, surface and pendant mounting options available giving you
endless design flexibility!  

Images below from Cooper
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Camman Lighting Tano Cluster 
Slim 1-1/2” diameter acrylic rods with metal upper housings create this beautiful decorative cluster
pendant.  Available in 3-, 5-, or 7-pendant configurations with 23 standard finish options!

Images below from Camman

ISI Welcomes FSC and Mirus

ISI is happy to announce we have added FSC Lighting & Mirus Lighting to our linecard!

www.fsclighting.com

www.miruslighting.com
 

Mirus Lighting is closely aligned with our partner company, FSC Lighting. When you work with Mirus
Lighting, you not only have access to our catalog of energy-efficient LED lighting fixtures, you also have
access to FSC lighting’s entire product catalog.

That means as a Mirus customer, you can address a wider range of lighting applications than ever before,
through our partnership and expanded product catalog. FSC Lighting customers also have reciprocal
access to Mirus Lighting’s product catalog.

Work with Mirus Lighting or FSC Lighting. It’s your choice. Either way you’ll have access to the energy-
efficient lighting industry’s leading team, and leading products. (-miruslighting.com)
 
Text above and images below from Mirus Lighting.
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Illumination Systems is excited to host Zumtobel this month for virtual product presentations.  Check out
the video below for a sneak peek at some of the amazing products they have to offer and contact your ISI

rep for more information or to schedule a presentation!  
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